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DETECTORS BASED ON CONDITIONAL TESTS

SALEEM A. KASSAM AND JOHN B. THOMAS
Department of Electrical Engineering

Princeton University

Summary.   The detection of a known signal in additive noise is an important function in
many receivers. Nonparametric detectors, such as the sign detector, will result in systems
with a constant false alarm rate, but usually suffer from a lower power compared to
optimum parametric detectors. In this paper a conditional statistical test is used to obtain
nonparametric detectors more powerful but still almost as simple to implement as the sign
detector. The technique of conditional testing is therefore useful in obtaining improved
detectors for practical use.

Introduction.   In many communication systems an important function of the receiver is to
make a decision about the presence, at its input, of one of a set of possible signals, against
the possibility of the input being random noise only. A simple and often accurate
description of practical decision, or detection, problems is that of the testing for the
presence of a known signal in background noise. This is the case, for example, in data
transmission systems employing ON-OFF keying.

Suppose we assume that the decision is to be based on an n-vector R=(R1,...,Rn ) of
samples from a process R(t) (which may represent an intermediate output after initial
processing, or may be the unprocessed received waveform), and for simplicity that the
known signal s(t), when present, is additive on a noise process N(t). Then we may
describe the problem as that of testing a null hypothesis H0 against an alternative
hypothesis H1 :

(1)

Here the Ni are independent samples of the noise process, and the sequence si is known,
being derived by sampling from s(t). The amplitude 2 of the signal may be any positive
value.



Since 2 can be quite small, it becomes desirable to use procedures for obtaining the
decision between H0 and H1 which are based on statistical criteria maximizing the
performance of the detector in some way. If, as is commonly assumed, the common
distribution function FN(.) of the noise samples Ni is Gaussian, the optimum detector
maximizing the power $ (the probability of correctly accepting H1) for a given false alarm
probability " (the probability of incorrectly rejecting H0) can be obtained easily. This
optimum detector [1] is based on the test statistic

(2)

and the decision depends on the outcome of a threshold comparison

(3)

Based on the knowledge of FN(.), the threshold t an probability p are chosen to obtain the
desired false alarm probability ". For simplicity, we will assume now that the si are all
equal, si =s for all i. We can further assume that s=1, without loss of generality. The results
to be presented can be extended easily to apply to the general case.

It is not always reasonable to assume that the noise distribution function is Gaussian, or
that it is completely specified. For example, undersea noise or atmospheric noise can have
a significant impulsive component or can be non-stationary. In such situations optimum
tests can no longer be constructed; instead, one may look for tests which can maintain a
certain level of performance for a wide class of noise statistics. A nonparametric detector
is designed to achieve this performance. Such detectors can maintain the false alarm
probability " at a value less than or equal to a maximum design value "0, under only
general conditions on the noise distribution functions. This is a useful property in situations
where a false alarm can lead to drastic and/or costly action. In testing H0 against H1,
instead of using S(R) of Eq. (2) the Ri may be replaced by their polarities. The resulting
statistic

(4)

where

has a known distribution under H0 provided only that the noise distribution functions FN(.)
have zero medians. The test statistic of Eq. (4) results in the simple-to-implement and well-
known nonparametric sign detector [2].



In this paper, we consider detectors based on such nonparametric tests. In both Eqs. (2)
and (4), all the data samples are utilized in forming the test statistic, but are weighted
differently. In Eq. (2) a linear weighting is used, whereas in Eq. (4) all the samples are
weighted equally, only polarity information being utilized. This latter case represents an
extreme kind of weighting, resulting in a simple system which is not as efficient as the
former when the noise is Gaussian. It is also this kind of weighting of the data which
allows the performance to be nonparametric. What we will now consider is a nonlinearity,
or weighting function, which uses the polarities of only the larger magnitudes of
observations and assigns no weight to the smaller observation magnitudes. This represents
a situation in between that of the sign and linear detectors. We will see how a
nonparametric detector can be constructed using such a nonlinearity. It will also be shown
that the resulting detector may have a better performance than the sign detector, although it
uses less information directly in forming the test statistic. This type of weighting can also
result in reduced processing requirements in other nonparametric detectors based on more
complicated operations, such as ranking, on the observations.

The Conditional Dead-Zone Sign Detector.   Consider the dead-zone limiter function
h(x;a) given by

(5)

This nonlinearity is illustrated in Fig. 1, on which is also shown the function sgn(x) and the
linear function h(x)=x. Thus, as mentioned before, h(x;a) represents a weighting function
which is closer to the linear function than is sgn(x). Replacing the function sgn(.) in Eq. (4)
by h(·;a), we get a test statistic Sa(R) which we now want to use for nonparametric
detection.

The sign detector has a nonparametric performance for zero-median noise because, under
this condition, sgn(Ri) is equally likely to be +1 or !1, under H0. The same cannot be said
of the dead-zone sign detector Da based on h(·;a). By imposing a symmetry condition on
fN(.), the density corresponding to FN(.), we can get equal probabilities of h(Ri;a) being +1
or !1, under H0. However, these probabilities are not equal to 1/2, but depend on the value
of FN(a) which is not known. Nonparametric operation can still be achieved, nevertheless,
because of the following observation. Given that Ri is outside the interval [-a,a), under H0

the probability is 1/2 that Ri is in [a,4) and also the probability is 1/2 that it is in ( -4,-a).
Thus, conditioned on the total number of observations na falling outside the dead-zone, Sa

(R) has a distribution which is known exactly under H0 This distribution is based on the
binomial distribution with number of trials na. Suppose for each possible value of na a



threshold t(na) and a randomization probability p(na) are determined to give a false-alarm
probability ". The test of Eq. (3) with test statistic Sa(R) can then give a false alarm
probability exactly equal to ", provided the threshold and randomization probability are
chosen corresponding to the value of na obtained in the particular sequence of samples.

Figure 2. shows the structure of the resulting nonparametric conditional dead-zone sign
detector. The Read-Only Memory (ROM) contains a table of values of t(na),p(na) for the n
possible values of na . This table depends only on the value of a required, and is
independent of a. The detector gives nonparametric performance for any symmetric noise
density function, and is clearly not difficult to implement.

In the next section we study the performance of the dead-zone sign detector. Although we
are considering only this particular detector here, it should be noted that this basic idea can
be extended and applied to other detection schemes. The polarity coincidence correlator
(PCC) [2] is another detection scheme based on the polarities only of samples from two
channels, and is used for the detection of a common random signal. It can be extended in
exactly the same way as the sign detector. Furthermore, we can consider more efficient
staircase-type weighting functions with more than the three levels of the dead-zone limiter
h(.;a). Also, as noted before, we need not consider only the detection of a constant signal
with the sign detectors–the case of a known signal may be treated in a similar way.

Performance of the Dead-Zone Sign Detector.   The construction of the dead-zone sign
detector Da insures that it has a constant false alarm probability for symmetric noise
density functions. We now investigate its power under the alternative of signal present.
First, some exact, computed results will be given, and then analytic equations for
asymptotic relative performance will be presented.

Because of the simple conditional structure of the dead-zone sign detector, the exact
power can be easily computed for different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR’s) and different
values of the parameter a, for Gaussian noise. If F2 is the variance of the noise, we define
the SNR as being equal to 22/F2. For a given SNR and parameter a, the power for
Gaussian noise can be computed by considering the probabilities of each of the n values of
na. For each value of na, the test parameters t(na) and p(na

a) can be obtained easily, from the
binomial distribution,and hence overall detection power can be computed. The results for
two different sample sizes n and false alarm probabilities " are shown in Tables I and II. In
these tables the power $ for different SNR’s is given for the sign detector D0 [based on
Eq. (4)], for the linear detector D [based on Eq. (2)], and for the detector Da for three
different values of a. It can be seen that Da performs very well relative to D0 which has a
very poor performance compared to DR, the optimum, detector for Gaussian noise. Thus,
Da has a performance for Gaussian noise which is much more acceptable compared to the 



optimum detector. The value 0.612 of the normalized parameter a/F is the best value
maximizing asymptotic performance, as we discuss next.

To obtain analytic equations for relative performance, the asymptotic relative efficiency
(ARE) [2] of two detectors may be derived. This gives the ratio of sample sizes required
by two detectors operating at the same false alarm probability " to obtain the same power
$ in the limiting case of vanishingly small SNR and large sample sizes. In most cases the
ARE of two detectors can be obtained easily [3]. In comparing Da to D0 and DR, the ARE’s
can be obtained quite simply, although some justification has to be given first for the use of
ARE for the conditional test [3]. We get the following results for AREa,0 and AREa,R, the
ARE’s of the detector Da relative to D0 and DR, respectively:

(6)

(7)

For specific density and distribution functions, these ARE’s can be evaluated, for any
value of a. The ARE’s may also be maximized by choosing a optimally. This can be done
numerically. The value a*=0.612F is the optimum value for Gaussian noise. Although this
value maximizes the asymptotic relative performance, the results of Tables I and II show
that the ARE comparisons are consistent with non-asymptotic results. For Gaussian noise,
we find that the optimum value of a yields an ARE *a ,0 of 1.27 and an ARE *a ,R of 0.81. Thus
a 27% improvement in asymptotic performance over that of the sign detector is obtained,
of the same order as that indicated for the non-asymptotic case.

To obtain the ARE’s for non-Gaussian noise, we may consider noise densities fN(.;c)
which are generalizations of the Gaussian density, in that their rates of exponential decay
are allowed to be some positive value c other than two; i.e.,

(8)
where k(c) and b(c) are constants depending on c and F2 , the noise variance. Table III
shows the ARE’s of Eqs. (6) and (7) for different values of the parameters c. Of course,
c=2 corresponds to the Gaussian case. For both AREa,0 and AREa,R, the optimum values
obtained with the best a for each c as well as the values obtained with a fixed value of
a=0.612F (optimum for c=2) are shown. This table shows the good relative performance of
Da for noise which is near-Gaussian in the class of densities given by Eq. (8). The optimum
value of a depends only on the noise power, and can be easily estimated, say for Gaussian
noise. Also, Tables I-III show that the performance is not very sensitive to even large

2 
1 fN( a) 

ARE O = a, 
ft( 0) 2 (1-F N(a) ] 

AREa, ,t, 
2 o2 

f~( a) 
= 

1-F NC a) 



deviations in the value of a from a*. Thus, in practice a can be set to achieve good
performance over a range of density functions.

Conclusion.   We have shown that a conditional statistical test can be used to obtain
nonparametric detectors which are extensions of the sign detector. The resulting detectors
are easy to implement and are much more acceptable as simple nonparametric alternatives
to the optimum parametric test for Gaussian noise. Furthermore, the use of such a test can
actually result in reduced data processing in some cases. It was mentioned that the basic
method considered here can be applied to other detection systems, and can be improved to
become even more attractive and applicable to other situations.
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Fig.1  The Dead-Zone Limiter Function
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Fig.2  The Dead-Zone Sign Detector

TABLE I

Power, $, for different SNR, for the Sign Detector, the Dead-Zone
Sign Detector, and the Linear Detector; sample size n = 50, false alarm
probability "=0.01, Gaussian Noise

Input, R 

* 
n 

1: 
i=l l 

n 

1:1· I S (R) a-
i=l 

n a 

t(n) 
a 

ROM 
Threshold 
Test 

Dec is ion 

p(n) 
a 

Sign Dead-Zone Sign Detector Linear 
SNR Detector a/a= 0.40 a/cr = 0.612 a/ a= 0. 80 Detector 

o.o 0. 010 0. 010 0.010 0.010 0.010 

0.01 0.038 0.044 0.044 0.043 0.053 

0.04 0. 112 0.136 0.139 0.134 0.181 

0.09 0.252 0. 313 0.320 0.309 0.419 

0.16 0.452 0.548 0.558 0.543 0.692 

0.25 0.663 0. 765 0. 776 0. 762 0.887 



TABLE II

Power, $, for different SNR, for the Sign Detector, the Dead-Zone
Sign Detector, and the Linear Detector; sample size n =100 false alarm
probability "= 0.001 Gaussian Noise

TABLE III

ARE of the Dead-Zone Sign Detector relative to the Linear Detector
and the Sign Detector, for noise density functions parameterized by c,
defined by Eq.(8).

 

Sign Dead-Zone Sign Detector Linear 
SNR Detector a/cr = 0.40 a/cr = 0. 612 a/cr= 0.80 Detector 

0.0 0. 001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

0.01 0.011 0. 013 0.014 0.013 0.018 

0.04 0.065 0.089 0.092 0.089 0.139 

0.09 0.232 0. 315 0.326 o. 313 0.464 

0.16 0. 518 0.649 0.664 0.647 0.819 

0.25 0.793 0.892 0.902 0.893 0.972 

ARE 
at,{, 

ARE a,0 c, parameter 
of density optimum a= a* optimum a= a* 
function a for c=2 a for c=2 

1. 7 0.869 0.837 1.137 1.100 

1. 8 0.841 0.828 1.179 1.162 

1.9 0.822 0.819 1.224 1. 220 

2.0 0.810 0.810 1.272 1. 272 

2 .1 0.803 0.800 1.321 1. 318 

2.2 0.799 0. 790 1. 373 1. 357 

2.3 0.799 0.780 1.425 1. 392 




